Contract Instructor Opportunities Summer 2019
Carleton University, Institute of Criminology & Criminal Justice

Pursuant to Article 16 of the CUPE 4600 Unit 2 Collective Agreement, applications are invited from members of the CUPE 4600-2 bargaining unit and other interested persons to teach the following Criminology and Criminal Justice courses during the Summer 2019 term:

CRCJ 1000 [0.5 credit]: Introduction to Criminology (Early Summer)
Overview of the field, including the foundational approaches of criminology and criminal justice, crime as an object of study; criminal law and criminality in Canada; (neo) classical, aetiological and social reaction perspectives; alternative criminologies.

Required Academic Qualifications and Skills: Candidates should hold a Ph.D. in a related field and have a record of publications in Criminology-related journals. Interdisciplinary expertise across psychology, sociology, and law/legal studies will be strongly preferred.

Teaching Competence: Candidates are required to have experience teaching at the university level in a related area. Candidates who provide evidence of success in teaching at the introductory level will be strongly preferred.

CRCJ 2100 [0.5 credit]: Criminological Theory (Late Summer)
Comprehensive survey of the plurality of criminological theories, from phrenology to contemporary theories concerned with issues related to crime and punishment. Students are encouraged to develop critical and reflexive thinking on various criminological issues and theories.

Required Academic Qualifications and Skills: Candidates should hold a Ph.D. in a related field and have a record of publications in Criminology-related journals. Interdisciplinary expertise across psychology, sociology, and law/legal studies will be strongly preferred.

Teaching Competence: Candidates are required to have experience teaching at the university level in a related area. Candidates who provide evidence of success in teaching criminological theory at the second or third-year level will be preferred.

Application Procedures and Deadlines:
All applicants must apply to the Institute Director in writing and in relation to each course for which they wish to be considered:

Dr. Evelyn Maeder,
Director, Institute of Criminology & Criminal Justice
Carleton University
1125 Colonel by Drive, C562 Loeb Building
Ottawa, ON. K1S 5B6

Please send applications electronically by January 2, 2019 to marilyn.ginder@carleton.ca.

As per Article 15.3 of the current CUPE 4600 Unit 2 Collective Agreement, applicants are required to submit an up to date CV, including a complete listing of all courses taught within the CUPE 4600 Unit 2 bargaining unit at Carleton University. Candidates who have already contacted the department and submitted a CV recently need only indicate their interest in particular courses. NOTE that when applying to classes for which they have incumbency, applicants shall not be required to (re)submit documentation beyond their updated CV.

A note to all applicants: As per Articles 16.3-16.4 in the CUPE 4600-2 Collective Agreement, the posted vacancies listed above are first offered to applicants meeting the incumbency criterion. A link to the current CUPE 4600-2 Collective Agreement can be found at the Employment Agreements webpage on the Carleton University Human Resources website (http://carleton.ca/hr/collective-agreements/) and the CUPE 4600-2 website (http://4600.cupe.ca/).